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The Church, in her desire to

reminder that every day ,ideally,

How wondrous to be given the

open us to encountering God on

we

be

power to fragrance this world

various sensory levels of being,

clothing ourselves with the Lord

with love when we consciously

uses vestments, colours, sound,

Jesus Christ to reveal the glory

live from within Divine Love.

silence,

of God to the world. What a

smell, touch, taste,

movement, and so on, not as

should

figuratively

challenge this is!

I

could

go

on

and

on

exploring and savoring these

ends in themselves, but as a

The sound of bells ringing is

meanings and gifts, however I

means to open us up to

like an auditory exclamation

shall limit myself to just these. I

encountering God through one

mark calling us to pay attention!

am aware that not all of us have

or many of these. We have

Such a blessing to have this

grown up with a tradition of the

inherited a long tradition of the

when

various symbols used in some

usage of these as a means to

wondered and we’ve lost track

enrich our spiritual journey.

of where we are in the Service.

My prayer is that we won’t

I could give you some of the

The bells can bring us back to

let any of these detract from

Historical or Jewish or Christian

attending to the sacrament of

being with God as community.

background to all of this, but

the

to

Certainly, my intention is to

truth be told you could read this

opening ourselves up to the gift

enhance our worship and to

up

of God in the I AM-NESS of each

include and expand ministry to

moment.

include young people in a

for

yourselves

on

any

number of search engines. So,
humor me, as I share on a
deeply

personal

level

our

attention

present

moment,

has

Incense too has a special

churches.

meaningful and affirming way.

what

meaning and a beautiful grace.

some of these mean to me and

Revelation 8:4 speaks of “The

beauty

how I use them as a touchpoint

smoke of the incense, together

96:9a) (KJV)

to check in on the “wellness” of

with the prayers of God’s

my faith-life, to identify where I

people, went up before God

am in my spiritual journey and

from the angel’s hand”.

to remind myself not to limit
God’s communing with myself,
or others, to monochromatic
expression.
For me, each time I put on
my

robe/vestments,

or

see

someone else wearing robes,
I’m reminded of Revelation 3:5
“If you conquer, you will be
clothed like them in white

robes, and I will not blot your
name out of the book of life; I
will confess your name before
my

Father

and

before

his

angels.” (NRSEV)
Any

vestment

is

also

a

And what about the way in
which I live, do I “perfume” this
world with the aroma of Jesus?
“…walk in love, just as Christ
also loved you and gave himself
up for us, an offering and a
sacrifice to God as a fragrant
aroma” (Ephesians 5:2, NASV).
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“O worship the Lord in the
of

holiness”

(Psalm

Love and Joy
Michelle
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Vital. The seat of the Soul. If a

Concordance of the Bible, the

this

heart is touched, it can only be

heart is cited 826 times.

reflection, I kept coming back to

a miracle. When Christ’s heart

brain, not at all and the mind far

that saying, “the heart of the

appears to a medieval saint;

less. Of course, we cannot

matter.”

I looked it up and

when the heart of a miser is

directly compare ancient times

discovered there are many books

touched by mercy; when a

to ours, but what remains clear is

and songs which use these words

surgeon opens a rib cage and

that in matters of faith, our

as a title. The books are of a

mends a heart, it is a miracle.

intellect is hopelessly insufficient.

medical, romantic and spiritual

Otherwise, do not touch.”

As

I

thought

about

The

Each Lent we hear those

nature. This reminded me about

Yet, we long for our hearts to

words from the prophet Joel,

a book on my shelf simply called

be touched. Not physically, this

Rend your hearts and not your

“The Book of the Heart.” Louise

we fear, but as that part of

garments (Joel 2:13). We are

Young, the author, says in her

ourselves that holds the key to

called to remember that it is the

introduction, “Hearts are away,

transformation, love, honesty,

state of our internal world that

hidden, at the centre where they

essence, mystery and romance.

matters in the work of drawing

cannot be got at. Protected.

In

closer to God. It is our faith that

Strong's

Exhaustive

directs us to the ongoing work of
forgiving and being forgiven for
we are then able to live openly
and sincerely in the world. It is
the heart that unveils our true
selves and, in God’s hands,

determines our way.
Here are some other heart
passages from scripture:
Above all else, guard your
heart, for everything you do
flows from it. Proverbs 4:23
As water reflects the face, so
one’s life reflects the heart.
Proverbs 27:19
You will seek me and find me
when you seek me with all your
Image: “The Heart of the Matter” by Virginia Kilpatrick from Abstract
Representational Art Gallery
Young, L. The Book of the Heart, Doubleday Publishers, London,
2002
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heart. Jeremiah 29:13
May God give you the desire
Continues on page 5
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of your heart and make all your plans

succeed. Psalm 20:4
Create in me a pure heart, O God,
and renew a steadfast spirit within me.
Psalm 51:10
God said to Samuel, “Do not consider
his appearance or his height, for I have
rejected him. The Lord does not look at
the things people look at. People look at
the outward appearance, but the Lord

looks at the heart.” 1 Samuel 16:7
I will give you a new heart and put a
new spirit in you; I will remove from you
your heart of stone and give you a heart
of flesh. Ezekiel 36:26
Though an army besiege me, my
heart will not fear; though war break
out against me, even then I will be
confident. Psalm 27:3
Jesus replied: ‘Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your mind.’ Matthew
22:37
Jesus said “Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they will see God.” Matthew
5:8
Perhaps take a few moments to
reread these passages. Next, trust what
comes to you as you consider these
questions:
What moves your heart? Who has

It’s so easy to complain and criticize all of the things
that are wrong in South Africa and there certainly is
no shortage of “fodder” for this!
However, as people of faith in a God who is
unceasingly, lovingly involved and who desires the
very best for all of life, surely it is incumbent on us to

co-operate with God in making this goodness
manifest? And part of how we begin to inhabit this is
by using one of the most powerful gifts entrusted to
us by God , the power of PRAYER.
On Saturday, 13 August 2022, from 8.00am to
5.00pm, St Francis shall be open for anyone to come
in and to pray for various aspects about our beloved
country. We shall have a roster available ahead of
time so that we can all have an opportunity to commit

ourselves to some prayer time, if we’re able to.
We shall also be asking people to volunteer as
“guardians” to sit in the church porch, for an hour at a
time, to assist any visitors who may join us. We are
planning that on the hour, every hour, we shall have
someone to pray a suitable prayer aloud as well as a
piece

of

music

followed

by

further

silent

prayer. Various prayer resources shall be made
available for anyone who would like some guidance

and assistance with prayer-topics and prayerintentions. We shall complete the day with a Service
of Evening Prayer at 4.30pm to 5.00pm.

broken your heart? Who or what has

“God Bless Africa [South Africa}

helped to mend it again? Whose heart

Guard her children

do you long to be softened? In what way

Guide her leaders

do you follow your heart? What makes

And give her peace;

you heart sing?

Through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen”

These answers are prayers in waiting:

(Trevor Huddleston)

prayers of invitation, hope, healing,
longing and gratitude. Honour your

Love and Prayers, Michelle

heart and its extraordinary essence in
your life. May God be deeply present as
you do this.
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who is our hope and salvation. It is to remember
our precious brothers and sisters who are less
fortunate than ourselves, and to remember our
ongoing work to create a world filled with peace,
equality/ justice, and love for all.
To achieve this target, the youth need the help
The Johannesburg Children's Home (JCH) is a

of the whole community. We would appreciate any

space that houses around 64 young children of

help or support in this project of gifting 64 young

different races from ages between 3 and 18. These

people with Christmas gifts. The list of gifts and

young people are from different walks of life, and

names/ages of the children will be provided to

it is here at the JCH that they experience a (true)

Pastor Fabian. Please contact him if you wish to be

sense of family. The centre provides housing,

a part of this project.

food, access to schooling, transportation, and a

wide range of extra-curricular activities for their
children.
This year, the young people of St Francis have
chosen to get involved with the centre. We have
decided to launch a shoebox drive which is a
campaign to gather what will be Christmas gifts
for each child at the centre. Our aim is to reach
out

to

our

fellow

sisters

and

brothers

acknowledging that Christmas is also about being
a gift to others. The gift is a small token of our

The Johannesburg Children's Home Website:
https://www.jch.org.za/

shared humanity, and joy of being one in Christ
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As Melville Koppies is now open to the public on

kindness. The more we know of nature the more

Sundays it was not possible for us to hold our

we value it and seek to protect the environment.

annual ”Koppies Service” there. However, on the

We can learn so much from nature and the

15 May 2022 we held this annual event in the

biodiversity of our wonderful world. Cally, as an

beautiful garden of St Francis. We were truly

example, spoke about the wild peach tree found

blessed to have a glorious day for this service, that

on Melville Koppies. This is not just a tree but a

was well attended and was also streamed live on

tree on which the garden Acraea butterfly lays her

YouTube. The service was officiated by Ven
Michele Pilet and Revd Diana Lawrenson. Cally
Tuckey gave us some interesting thoughts during
her sermon, asking us “Where do we feel closest
to God?”. “Is it in Church; when love is shown;

watching a beautiful sunset or the moon rising; is
it in the peace, beauty and silence of nature; or is
The view from Melville Koppies

it through music? Maybe it is all of these as there
is never one way of being with God”.
She highlighted how Jesus often retreated to

eggs and the little caterpillars hatch and eat the

nature to renew his spirit and feed his soul. When

leaves – which have cyanide in them, but the

he needed God’s guidance and wisdom he headed

caterpillars can process this. However when they
pupate and become butterflies they are poisonous
and so birds avoid them. The black and orange

colours of the butterflies warn that they are
poisonous, and so some other butterflies mimic
these black and orange colours hoping the birds
won’t eat them either!
As Jesus sought God in nature, we too need to
be kind to ourselves and others by taking time to
be quiet. Maybe sitting under a tree or spending
time alone whether in a garden, out in the
mountains, or in the veld. Taking time to smell the
Ven Michele Pilet at the service held in the garden

roses or simply watching and wondering at the
beauty of a sunset or the stars. Some would call

out into the wilderness, walked the shores of the

this meditation, others just being quiet and

Sea of Galilee, and in his darkest moments went

absorbing the peace and becoming aware of the

out to the Garden of Gethsemane to be with God.

presence of God.

She talked about two things: knowledge and
8
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time. We have a very special bench at St Francis –
a depiction of Daniel’s brave friends from the Old
Testament, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego,
given to us in memory of Jillian’s father, Charles
and Nigel’s, Dean. This is a stopping place now
decorated with a large mural from our youth group
which Jillian also loved...
Passionate about Africa, its people and its story,
Jillian was drawn to acknowledging and elevating
those who might otherwise have been unheard or
unseen. Africa always needed our prayers, God’s
everlasting arms and the Prayer for Africa. This
was integral to our liturgy and Sunday worship. If it
wasn’t said, for Jillian especially, our service felt
incomplete...
Jesus says to his disciples, “In my Father’s house
are many dwelling places…I go to prepare a place
for you.” I know Jillian, being who she was,
imagined just what the place Jesus was preparing
for her might look like. I feel sure, it is exactly as it
should be only better God knowing exactly what
was just right to bring her the joy and visual
splendour that were particular to her....
May Jillian rest in peace and rise in glory.

Excerpts from Diana’s sermon at Jillian’s memorial
service held on the 21 June 2022 at St Francis
Church.
Jillian always sat in her place in the pew second
from the front – sometimes with her mom and
sister, Sue, when she visited and always with Nigel.
She, like her mum Dew, was small and it felt like
she needed to be near to see but also to attend. If
you looked across at Jillian she was listening,
attentive and expectant…
I knew her more particularly through Saturday
Meditations and Quiet Mornings, the Skotness
Stations of the Cross that she had re-hung which
we see around us, the Keiskamma Art Project –
responsible for the tapestries that form our altar
cloth in the Lady Chapel and curtains in our hall...
We had a mutual love of images. Images say
things that words cannot, beauty redeems, art has
value and meaning beyond both the artist and

A wonderful member of our larger Christian community
has generously donated some new children’s Bibles to
our church. These Bibles have easy-to-understand
passages as well as colourful images that add value to
the biblical content. We are very grateful for this
gesture, and they will go a long way in the Christian
formation of our children and youth. A big thank you to
Mr Marco Swartz for his generous donation.
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solo violin part from Vivaldi’s Four
As another confirmation that lockdown is

Seasons concertos, as well as other

over and normal activities have been

technically

resumed, St Francis had the pleasure of

pieces.

hosting a music festival of eight concerts

Another

demanding

chamber

and

brilliant

music

concert

during May, following on from two separate

featured Cinque Venti, who played two

recitals that were held earlier this year. The

quartets by Mozart, one for flute and one

festival was arranged jointly by Tim Roberts

for oboe, as well as more modern works,

of Apple Green Music and by Richard Cock,

including one by South African composer

whose concerts also formed an extension of

Allan

his

groups

Johannesburg

International

Mozart

Festival, which was held in late January.

Stephenson.
included

Larger
the

orchestral

Apple

Green

Orchestra, performing works by 20th

The programmes for the concerts varied,

century English composers, and the

ranging in period from pre-Baroque to

African Renaissance Ensemble, playing

contemporary, and in style from solos

works from the pre-Baroque era, a genre

through chamber music to larger groups,

that is rarely heard in Johannesburg and

both choral and orchestral. Audiences

features many unfamiliar instruments.

varied in number, with at least one

The final two concerts were by choral

concert being sold out, but were alike

ensembles:

in their enthusiasm for the music and

Singers, who sang masses by Mozart and

the musicians performing it. Solo

Haydn, accompanied by orchestra and

recitals were given by two South

organ, under the baton of Richard Cock,

Africans: pianist Michael Watt, and

and another by the Bach Choir, together

organist Marnus Greyling, celebrating

with the Apple Green Orchestra, all

the return of the St Francis organ

conducted by Tim Roberts, where the

to its full capacity. In addition,

main offering was the Hallelujah Chorus

the Italian accordion player,

from Handel’s Messiah. The acoustic at St

Pietro Roffi, performed with

Francis is particularly suitable for musical

the accompaniment of the

performances, and it is to be hoped that

very talented Odeion string

this festival will not only mark the end of

quartet from Bloemfontein.

lockdown, but will also be a prelude to

The accordion is not generally

many more concerts and similar activities

associated with concerts of this

in the future, as part of St Francis’

nature, but Pietro Roffi’s artistry

contribution to the wider community in

was outstanding as he played the entire
10
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There has been lots of activity recently with regards to social concerns within our local community. The
Church remains a place of refuge where people in need can find a meal, a warm blanket or a place to
shower. A big thank you to SJ De Kok who very generously paid for cupboards and a partition to be built in
our social concerns/store room (pictured below). We have also had a generous donation of products for

people to use after they have had a shower.
With our environment in mind, we have started packaging the peanut butter sandwiches in brown
paper bags to refrain from adding to plastic littering. These sandwiches remain the main source of food we
provide to the community since we no longer host the soup Kitchen as St Columbus serves soup,
sandwiches and boiled eggs to the Parktown Homeless on a daily basis.

Lastly, we are grateful for a successful blanket
drive. The donations received allowed us to
donate a total of

blankets during the week

of 23-27 May. The beneficiaries are as follows:
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The organ in any church is
easily taken for granted and
often regarded as part of the
furniture, so it is only when
something

goes

wrong,

as

happened earlier this year, that

like a whistle or recorder, not

has been drawn and a key is

it is noticed by its absence. Now

across the top. Different ranks

pressed, then the pallet is

that it is again fully operational,

have different tone qualities:

opened on the pipe for that note

this is a good time for everyone

high or low, loud or soft, and

in the rank for that stop, so that

to become more aware of what

fluty or reedy or stringy. The air

pipe will sound. Thus “pulling

our organ is and how it works, as

supply for the pipes is supplied

out all the stops” means that all

it is a vital complement to our

by a blower (not unlike that for

the

worship.

a jumping castle), which fills a

maximum volume. This organ

brief

wind chest to keep the air at

has what is called electro-

organ

constant pressure. At St Francis,

pneumatic action, because the

contains several ranks of pipes,

the pipes are in the organ loft,

links between the console and

each rank being like a set of

above the font, and the blower

the pipes are electrical, but the

Panpipes, in that each pipe plays

is still higher up, in the tower.

pallets

only a single note. However, the

The organist sits at the console,

operated by wind pressure. The

pipes are blown from one end,

which has three keyboards, two

ranks of pipes for the Swell

for the hands

keyboard are enclosed in a box

(manuals,

(like a cupboard), which has

To

begin

description:

with,
a

pipe

a

called

on

are used, giving

the

pipes

are

Great

vanes on one side, like a vertical

and Swell) and

venetian blind. The vanes can be

one for the feet

opened or closed by wind

(Pedal).

Each

pressure also controlled from

keyboard

is

the console, thus making the

linked

to

sound from those pipes louder

certain ranks of

or softer. This is the only way,

pipes, and has

other than drawing more or

stops that can

fewer stops, that the volume of

switch

sound from the organ can be

these

links on or off.

Organ pipes on display

ranks

altered.

The pipes are

The organ at St Francis was

normally sealed

built by SA Organ Builders in

from

air

1961, seventeen years after the

supply

by

present church was constructed.

leather

valves

The organ cost £3800, and was

called

pallets,

dedicated on 28 February 1962

but, if a stop

at a special Evensong service led
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by the Bishop of Johannesburg,
followed by an organ recital by
the cathedral organist, the wellknown

Roger

O’Hogan.

The

organ has 914 pipes, essentially
in six ranks: a stopped wooden
flute

and

an

open

metal

diapason (the standard organ
sound) on the Great and Pedal,
and a smaller diapason, a smaller
flute, a stringy stop, and a
trumpet. The trumpet is called a
reed stop, since the sound in

The console, showing Swell, Great and Pedal keyboards

each pipe is activated by wind
passing a reed, whereas in the

effectively presses the same key

St Francis is blessed with such a

other stops, called flue stops, the

on the other keyboard. It is a

magnificent instrument, which

sound is produced when the

beautiful organ, complemented

has enriched the worship here

wind meets a sharp edge, as in a

by the excellent acoustic in the

for over sixty years. I hope it will

whistle.

are

church. Marnus Greyling, during

continue to do so for many years

permanently borrowed by other

a recital he gave during May,

to come, and will be appreciated

keyboards, and there are also

described it as one of the three

by everyone who hears it.

couplers that can be used to link

best organs in Johannesburg.

Some

ranks

one keyboard to another, so that

It is a huge privilege, and a

pressing a key on one keyboard

credit to those before us, that

James Ridley (with thanks to
Ruth Coggin for the historical
details)

Our Winter Market will be held on

Sunday 31st July 2022.
The winter market promises to bring
delicious treats and creative crafts.
Anyone interested in having a table or
who wishes to participate, please contact
Val Archer 083 701 9443
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For this edition of Getting to Know, we spoke to
Laurel, who has been the friendly face in the
St Francis office for the past 5 years!

I so love. Being at the Parish desk, I have realised I
enjoy counselling, I will be working towards that
area of ministry. I will be 40 in the next few years
and Laura will be starting tertiary, I guess then life
will begin as they say!

It feels like yesterday when
I started at St Francis. On
the other hand, I feel like I
have spent my entire life in
the Parish office, it feels like
home. A place that I go to
every morning with a to do
list that completely changes
depending on who rings the
bell and what they need.

I have always been a firm
believer in God being our
parent and always in control of
every aspect of our lives, I
however had not realised that
he does have a sense of
humour and is not rigid. I have
witnessed
one
situation
birthing multiple blessings and
that has seen my faith growing
in more beautiful ways than I
ever imagined.

For the past 10 years I have
been working with Special
needs children, mainly those on the Autism
spectrum. If I am not at St Francis, I am either Au
paring or facilitating play and teaching functional
behaviour skills. I also enjoy housesitting with my
daughter Laura, and we always say it is like a
holiday without leaving Johannesburg and
sometimes with cute pets to love.

I have also grown in my
understanding of beginnings and endings and
how the circle of love revolves around both. The
many weddings, baptisms and funerals that are at
the centre of the Parish office gave me a whole
new perspective.

Prior to lockdown, I played club rugby for the
Wanderers Club Women’s team. My husband
Stan introduced me to the sport when we were
still dating and since then I am hooked. When I
am not reading fiction novel, I am watching past
Rugby matches with a cup of coffee and a donut.

I have been studying on and off for the last couple
of years, so I am looking forward to completing
my Psychology degree and be able to give back
more meaningfully to the Autism community that
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2021. Around 70% of St Francis’s income is from
parishioners’ pledged Dedicated Giving, from those
people who pledge to give a certain amount of
money to the church each month/year to assist in

the running of the church and delivery of its
programmes.
What does giving mean to us today, at the end

St Francis’s expenditure can be broken into 3

of two very tough years of the covid pandemic

main themes: ministry, mission and maintenance.

and lockdown, when many people have lost their

Ministry is all we do for our parishioners, including

jobs, family members, friends, and more? We at

services held, hospitality, pastoral care, and music.

St Francis are fortunate to continue to have a

Mission includes all outreach portfolios and

beautiful, well-maintained church in which to

community care for people not members of the

worship, filled with friendly fellow congregants

congregation. Maintenance includes expenditure

and served by wonderful, giving priests and laity.

related the physical property, administrative costs

This is the result of the generosity of congregants

of running the church and finances, basically what is

past and present who have and continue to give

required to have a beautiful, well-maintained

of their time, their talents and their money to

church in which to worship.

serve the needs of the church and its parishioners.

Dedicated giving helps us to run in-person and

It does not, however, happen by accident; it is the

online services, to have an art group and a knitting

conscious effort of many people to pledge and to

group, to have a youth group and related activities

give generously to ensure that St Francis keeps its

and a Sunday School, to have an eco-group that

doors open and is available to us all.

watches out for the environment in our parish and

Total Operating income, over the past 3 years

beyond, to have a social concerns group that feeds

has continuously declined, from some R2.44m in

the poor and provides showers for the homeless,

2019, to R2.25m in 2020 and to a low of R2,1m in

and a ministry to minister to those in our parish and
beyond who need our help, including the sick, the
anxious and suffering, the poor and needy and the
bereaved.
Without Dedicated Giving income, the church, St
Francis, would not be sustainable, would cease to

exist and the ministry that we carry out at St Francis
and into the wider community in your name would
be reduced or lost.
Please pray about your Dedicated Giving
Scan the barcode above to get more information on how you
can become a dedicated giving member of the church .

contribution to St Francis, and through it the wider
community, and pledge to give generously.
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Every Sunday we welcome all members of the
church to participate in the fellowship of
making peanut butter sandwiches which we
hand out to the less fortunate on a daily basis.
Pictured to the right is the members of the
Mothers Union who joined in the festivities
namely Monicca Moleme, Elizabeth Chama,
Doreen Mufamadi, Jane Hlela and Elizabeth
Xhama.

As we continue to return to normal services, we
were very excited to welcome back the Family
Service which took place on 29 May 2022. The
children learnt about the community of
Christianity and how together we are all the same,
we all form part of the body of Christ. To illustrate
this concept they made paper dolls as pictured to
the right and had lots of fun decorating it. We look
forward to many more of these services.

On the 22 May 2022 we licensed all the
members of the parish council at the 8:30
Sunday Service. At St Francis, the parish
council is the local committee that makes
decisions on behalf of the parish and people
of St Francis. A big thank you to Leslie
Henderson, Cally Tucky, James Ridley , Janet
Magner and Melissa Malgas as well as our
Church Wardens, Catherine Bell, Darryl
McMullen, and
Sabelo Mbatha for
dedicating of their time to this ministry.
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